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Abstract. We present new complexity results on answer set checking for non-
ground programs under a variety of syntactic restrictions. For several of these
problems, the kind of representation of the answer set to be checked is important.
In particular, we consider set-based and bitmap-based representations, which are
popular in implementations of Answer Set Programming systems. Furthermore,
we present new complexity results for various reasoning tasks under the assump-
tion that predicate arities are bounded by some constant. These results imply that
in such a setting – which appears to be a reasonable assumption in practice –
more efficient implementations than those currently available may be feasible.

1 Introduction

After a long period of theoretical research on non-monotonic logic programming, in the
recent years several implemented systems have become available, including DLV [17],
Smodels [24], ASSAT [18], and Cmodels [3]. These systems provide a computational
backbone for the Answer Set Programming (ASP) paradigm [22], a promising approach
to declarative problem solving which uses concepts from knowledge representation.

Similar as in other nonmonotonic formalisms, the following major problems have
been identified for ASP:

Answer Set Existence: Given a program � , decide whether it has some answer set.
Brave Reasoning: Given a program � , and a ground atom � , decide whether � is
true in some answer set of � .
Cautious Reasoning: Given a program � , and a ground atom � , decide whether

� is true in all answer sets of � .
Answer Set Checking: Given a program � , and a set � of ground literals, decide
whether � is an answer set of � .

�
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The complexity of the former three problems has been analyzed in depth for several
classes of logic programs (stratified, normal, disjunctive, head-cycle free, etc., [4, 5, 9,
11, 19]; see [8] for a survey) and the respective results show the typical exponential shift
between propositional and non-ground programs (from ��� to ������� , for instance). For
the problem of answer set checking (ASC), until now the picture has not been so clear.
This can partly be explained by the fact that, historically, ASC has not been considered
as a standard reasoning task and thus received less attention.

There are, however, at least two reasons why ASC should be considered en par with
the other problems mentioned above. First, in ASP solutions to a problem are encoded
in the answer sets of a corresponding program, and it is of natural interest to test whether
a given claimed-to-be solution is in fact a proper one.

Second, most ASP systems, including DLV and GnT [14] (which solve problems
above NP where such an approach is natural), as well as ASSAT (which employs a
transformation to SAT with solutions not corresponding 1-1 with the answer sets of
the original program) proceed by generating answer set candidates and subsequently
checking these. ASC emerges as a computational subtask in these systems.

For the propositional case, [17] provides a nice overview on the complexity of ASC,
but to our knowledge the important case of non-ground programs has not received much
attention so far. This may be due to the fact that, in line with the definition of the Answer
Sets semantics, the computation in the non-ground case is commonly reduced to the
ground case by instantiating the input program � and then running an algorithm for
the propositional case. However, the grounding can grow very large, and while today’s
state of the art ASP systems try to keep it as small as possible, it still may cause an
exponential blow up in the worst case.

In the following we show that in most cases, the complexity of ASC for non-ground
programs is located within the polynomial hierarchy, and thus does not follow this ex-
ponential shift which is incurred by the above reduction method. Moreover, we show
that the computational complexity of ASC depends on the representation of interpre-
tations, i.e., how possible candidates for answer sets are provided. More precisely, we
distinguish between the following two forms of representation:

– a set-oriented enumeration of the atoms being true in the interpretation at hand, and
– a bitmap representation, where for each atom from a fixed universe, the correspond-

ing bit indicates whether the atom is true in the represented interpretation.

Both forms of representation have been considered in implementations of ASP sys-
tems. In particular, the DLV system currently uses the former to generate the ground
instantiation of its input, and then switches to the latter. It is thus of interest to know
how the design choice for a particular representation affects (in theory) the computa-
tional properties of reasoning problems, and also to compare these theoretical results
with practical experience.

Starting from the results on ASC, we furthermore present some interesting re-
sults for the complexity of logic programming in ASP where the arity of predicates
is bounded by a constant. In particular, we show that under this restriction, brave and
cautious reasoning for non-ground programs falls back into polynomial hierarchy; oth-
erwise, these reasoning tasks are known to be complete for classes ranging from �����
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to (co-) �������
���

, respectively, depending on the class of programs considered. We
emphasize that this result is of high practical significance, since nearly all known appli-
cations for ASP are expressed by predicates with bounded arity.

Our results on bounded arities complement previous complexity results for database
queries where the number of variables in the query language is bounded by a constant
[25]. These two settings are orthogonal, since bounded predicate arity still allows for
arbitrarily many variables in each rule of a program, while on the other hand a bounded
number of variables does not restrict the arity of predicates up front, since any variable
may occur in the same atom multiple times.

2 Background

2.1 Disjunctive Datalog

In this section, we give a brief overview of the syntax and semantics of disjunctive
datalog under the answer sets semantics [12]; for further background, see [10, 17].

An atom is an expression �����	��
���� , ����� , where � is a predicate of arity ����� and
each ��� is either a variable or a constant. A (classical) literal � is an atom � (in this case,
it is positive), or a negated atom ��� (in this case, it is negative). Given a literal � , its
complement ��� is defined as ��� if ����� and � if ��� ��� . A set ! of literals is said to be
consistent if, for every literal �#"$! , ���&%"'! . A rule ( is a formula

) �+*,����-* ) � :- .�/
����0
	.012
4365879.01;:��8
����0
#3�587<.;=>�
with �?�@��
BAC�EDF�E� , �HG�ACI@� , where ) ��
�����
 ) ��
J.��
����
	.;= are literals
and 3�587 denotes default negation (in contrast to � which is often called strong nega-
tion). The head of ( is the set K��L(/� = M ) � 
����
 ) ��N , and the body of ( is OP�L(8�Q�
M�. � 
�����
J. 1 
�3�587�. 1;:�� 
����0
�36587#. =-N . Furthermore, O : ��(8� = M/. � 
�����
J. 1RN and OTSU��(8� =
M�. 1;:#� 
�����
J. =VN .

A rule ( is called a fact if OW��(8�X�ZY and K[��(8�]\�FY . An (integrity) constraint is a
rule ( with K��L(/�^�_Y . A rule ( is normal if �a`?b , definite if � �cb , disjunctive if
�QIdb , and positive if D]�eA ; if it is both normal and positive, we call it Horn.

A weak constraint [7] is an expression fhg of the form

ikj . � 
�����
J. 1 
#3�5879. 1;:#� 
�����
43�5l7<. = �nm f i �po
where Aq�_Dr�s� and .���
�����0
J.;= are literals, while tvuwyx�z2{��Lfhg�T�?f (the weight)
and � (the level) are positive integer constants or variables. For convenience, f and/or
� may be omitted and are set to 1 in this case. The sets OP�Lfhg� , O : �Lfhg� , and OTSU�Lfhg� ,
respectively, are defined as for rules.

A program � is a finite set of rules and weak constraints. |~}��L�/��� �>� denotes the set
of rules and �a�^� �>� the set of weak constraints in � .

Moreover, let fh�=��;� and ���=��;� denote the maximum weight and maximum level over
�a�^� �>� , respectively.

An atom, a rule, a program, etc. is called ground, if no variable appears in it, and
we call Horn programs without constraints and strong negation definite Horn.
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For any program � , let � � be the set of all constants appearing in � (if no constant
appears in � , an arbitrary constant is added to � � ); let O � be the set of all ground
literals constructible from the predicate symbols appearing in � and the constants of
� � ; and let � (���}���� � �>� be the set of rules obtained by applying, to each rule and weak
constraint in � , all possible substitutions � from the variables in � to elements of � � .1

A program � is normal/definite/disjunctive/positive/Horn if every rule in � is nor-
mal/definite/disjunctive/positive/Horn. A program � is head-cycle free (HCF, [4]), iff
there exists a function � i O �

� M���
bR
���� N such that, for every rule ( " � , it holds
that (i) for any �&" O : ��(8� , and for any �
	 " K[��(8� , �4� � �X`��4� ��	 � ; and (ii) for any pair
��
 �
	&"rK��L(8� , �^\�,��	 implies ���L� � \��4� �
	 � . A program � is stratified [2, 23], iff there
exists a function � i O �

� M ��
�bl
���� N such that, for every rule (W" � , it holds that (i)
for any �#"'O : �L(8� , and for any ��	B"$K���(8� , ���L� � `e��� ��	 � ; (ii) for any ��"$OTSU�L(/� , and for
any �
	B"$K���(8� , ���L� ���d� ��	 � ; and (iii) for any pair ��
 ��	�" K��L(8� , �R� � �9� �R� ��	 � .

Classifying Logic Programs. Starting from normal positive logic programs without
weak constraints, we define classes DL[ ! ] with !���M�3�5l7���
 3�587
 *��l
 *�
 f N . This set is
used to indicate the (possibly combined) admission of

36587 � : negation, such that the program remains stratified;
3�587 : unrestricted negation;
* � : disjunction, such that the program remains HCF;
* : unrestricted disjunction;
f : weak constraints.

For instance, DL[ *��/
 3�587�� ] contains all HCF stratified logic programs without weak
constraints, and DL � DL[ *�
 3�587
 f ] is the full language of all logic programs.

Semantics. Let � be a consistent set of literals. Then, � is closed under a ground rule
( , iff the rule is satisfied by � , i.e., K[��(8����� \�sY if O : �L(/������� O]SU�L(/�����H�sY .
� is closed under a ground program � , respectively � satisfies � , if � is closed under
all (Q" � . For � non-ground, we say that � satisfies � iff � satisfies � (���}���� � �>� . A
(weak) constraint g is violated by � , iff O : �Lg��� �!� O]SU� g�"���H�_Y , it is satisfied
otherwise. Finally, the reduct ($# of a ground rule ( relative to � is the positive rule (%	
with K��L( 	 �9� K��L(/� and OW��( 	 �v� O : ��(8� if �&�WO S ��(8�v� Y ; it is void otherwise.

A consistent interpretation �'� O � is an answer set for a positive program �
without weak constraints ( �@" DL[ * ]), if it is minimal (under set inclusion) among
all consistent interpretations which are closed under each ( "�� (���} ����� �>� .2 In the
case of arbitrary programs without weak constraints ( � " DL[ *�
 3�5l7 ]), � is an answer
set of � iff it is an answer set of the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct given by �(# � M�(�#*)
( "+� (���}���� � �>� N . Finally, in the presence of weak constraints ( � " DL[ *�
 3�5l7
 f ])
�,� O � is an (optimal) answer set of � iff � is an answer set of |~}��L�/��� �>� and K � �
���
is minimal among all the answer sets of |~}�� ����� �>� , where KQ�h���2� is defined as follows,

1 -/. is usually called the Herbrand Universe of 0 and 1 . the Herbrand Literal Base of 0 .
2 Note that we only consider consistent answer sets, while in [12] also the inconsistent set of all

possible literals can be a valid answer set.
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using an auxiliary function � � which maps leveled weights to weights without levels:

� � � b � � bR
 and � � ���4�v��� � �L��� b ����) �a�^� �>� )���f �= �0� G b for � I bR

K � ���2�#���
	���������#��� � � ��������������� ���� # � tvuwyx zn{���f~�"!

where # �� ���2� denotes the set of the weak constraints in level � that are violated by � .

Proposition 1. Any program in DL[ ! ] with ! �~M�f-
 3�5l7 � N has at most one answer set.

Corollary 1. Let � " DL[ ! ] with ! ��M fV
 36587 � N . Then, the unique answer sets of �
and |~}��L�/��� �>� , respectively, coincide, or both � and |~}�� ����� �>� have no answer set.

Without loss of generality, we tacitly assume in the rest of this paper that strong negation
� ) �"$� � is emulated by a predicate - ) ��$� � and a constraint :- ) ��$� �;
 - ) �%$� �0�
2.2 Complexity Theory

We assume that the reader is acquainted with NP-completeness and basic notions of
complexity theory, and only briefly recall some complexity classes; see [16, 21] for
further background.

The classes &('1 , )*'1 , and +,' 1 of the Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) are given by

+-'. �/&,'. ��)*'. � �10 and for all DW� bl
2+,' 1 ���43657 8:9 
 &,'1 ����� 3657 8:9 
�)*'1 � co- &,'1 

where ����; denotes the class of decision problems that are solvable in polynomial time
on a nondeterministic Turing machine with an oracle for any decision problem < in the
class � . In particular, ���[�=&('� , >05 - ���[�
)*'� , and +,'?�� � ��� . The oracle replies to
a query in unit time; loosely speaking, it models a subroutine for < with unit cost.

Observe that &('1 ��+,' 1;:�� ��&,'1;:�� � ��@ �BA1C � , and each inclusion is widely con-
jectured to be strict. The class D ' contains the decision problems whose yes instances
are characterized by the conjunction of an ��� property and an independent >5 - ���
property. Note that DE' is contained in +,'? . Furthermore, ������� denotes the class of
decision problems that are solvable in (single-)exponential time on a nondeterministic
Turing machine. Oracles for ������� and its complementary class >05 - ������� are defined
as for the classes of PH.

We later use Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs), i.e. formulas F �HG � F ? G ? ����2I ,
where for �T�cb , F � "�MKJ�
2L N , G � are disjoint sets of Boolean variables, and I is a
Boolean expression in conjunctive normal form (CNF) over M � G � . As well known,
depending on the quantifier nesting structure the satisfiability problem for a QBF is
complete for a particular class of the PH, and complete for PSPACE in the general case.

Finally, we recall that to show that classes DL[ ! � ] � DL[ ! ? ] �s����"� DL[ ! 1 ]
are complete for a complexity class � , it suffices to prove � -hardness for DL[ !h� ] and
� -membership for DL[ ! 1 ]. Furthermore, if we have � -hardness for HCF programs,
then � -hardness for normal logic programs follows immediately by means of a faithful
polynomial-time rewriting of HCF programs to equivalent normal programs, cf. [4].
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� � ��� � �������	� � �����
������ � �����
� � ���������� �
� � � � � � � � � - �������� � � � � - ��� � � � - ��� � � � - ������ � � � - ��� � �� � � - ��� � �� � � - ��� � ��

Table 1. Complexity of answer set checking for various fragments of DL, prop. case.

2.3 Previous Results

As mentioned in the Introduction, previous work on the complexity of ASP mostly con-
sidered the case of propositional programs. Table 1, which is taken from [17], provides
a complete overview for those fragments of the language we also consider in this paper.

The rows specify the form of disjunction allowed (in particular, M N = no disjunction).
The columns specify the support for negation and weak constraints. In other words, the
union of the respective sets determining the row and the column of a specific entry
yields a set ! , indicating the considered fragment DL[ ! ].

3 Representation of Interpretations

As already mentioned, answer set checking (ASC) for programs in the general, non-
ground case depends on the assumption that we make on the representation of interpre-
tations. In practice, the following two concepts have proven useful:

SR An interpretation � �ZO � is represented as (an enumeration of) the set of atoms
which are true in that interpretation, i.e., an enumeration of all ) " � ;

BR An interpretation � � O � is represented as a bitmap, i.e., for each atom ) " O � ,
we have a bit . � which is 1 if ) " � and which is � if ) %" � .

Lemma 1. SR is more compact than BR, but ASC under BR is not more complex than
under SR, as SR can be produced from BR in polynomial time (and in log space). Any
upper bound for ASC under SR is thus also an upper bound for ASC under BR modulo
polynomial transformation. In turn, hardness results for BR carry over to SR.

On the other hand, if the Herbrand base is small (polynomial in the size of the
Herbrand universe � � and the program � ), BR can be produced from SR in polynomial
time, and hardness results for SR carry over to BR.

Note, that if we restrict programs to have the arities of predicates bounded by some
constant, then representations SR and BR of an interpretation � are polynomially in-
tertranslatable. This remains true if we just restrict the arity of intensional predicates,
i.e., predicates which are defined by rules and are not just given as (disjunctive) ground
facts. In this case, interpretations (as sets) have size polynomial in the size of the prob-
lem instance. We will make use of this observation in Section 5, where we derive new
complexity results for brave and cautious reasoning over such programs.
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4 Complexity of Answer Set Checking

Theorem 1. The complexity of answer set checking in DL under both the set repre-
sentation SR and the bitmap representation BR is given by the respective entries in the
following table in terms of a completeness result.

SR / BR
� � ��� � ������� � � �����
� � �	� � �����
� � �����
��� � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � - ������� / � ��
���
� � � � � � - ������� / � �� � � � � - ������� / � �� � � � � - ������� / � ��

��� � � �� � � - ������� ��� / � �	 � �� � � - �
����� ��� / � �	 � �� � � - ������� ��� / � �	

Compared to propositional answer set checking, we observe that we move up only
one level in the polynomial hierarchy, provided that weak constraints are not in the
considered fragment, or that answer sets are represented as bitmaps.

In the following two subsections, we prove all results from Theorem 1 in detail.

4.1 ASC under the Set Representation (SR)

The first two results justify all >5 - ������� - and >05 - ������� ��� -completeness results in
Theorem 1.

Lemma 2. ASC is in >05 - ������� ��� for arbitrary programs; it is in >05 - ������� for HCF
programs.

The lemma holds by a simple exponential blowup of the respective results for the
ground case after a preliminary exponential grounding step.

Lemma 3. ASC under SR is >5 - ������� ��� -hard for positive disjunctive logic programs
and >5 - ������� -hard for positive HCF programs.

Proof. To show the lemma, we first give the following result: Let � be a (non-ground)
positive program without weak constraints and w.l.o.g. assume � contains at least one
(possibly disjunctive) fact, to avoid that � has an empty answer set. Moreover, let ) be
a ground atom, f a fresh ground atom, and consider a program � 	 , which results from
adding f to each head in � , and adding a weak constraint i j 3�5l7 ) �2m b i bo . Then, M�f N
is an answer set for � 	 iff � has no answer set containing ) (including the case that �
has no answer set at all).

Hence, we reduced the complement of brave reasoning (i.e., given a program �
without weak constraints and an atom ) , is there no answer set of � containing ) ?) to
ASC (i.e., given a program � ’ and a consistent set of literals � , is � an answer set of
� ’?) in polynomial time. Note that a polynomial reduction is only guaranteed in the
case of SR, since the interpretation � where f is true and everything else is false can be
compactly represented in SR, but not in BR, whenever the Herbrand base is exponential
in the size of � . Moreover, note that �(	 is positive whenever � is positive, and that �(	
is HCF whenever � is HCF. Combined with the known complexity results for brave
reasoning in the non-ground case [10], this shows >05 - ������� ��� -hardness for positive
disjunctive logic programs and >05 - ������� -hardness for HCF programs. �
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Clearly, these lemmas imply several completeness results, in particular >05 - ������� -
completeness for normal logic programs is easily obtained from a polynomial rewriting
of HCF programs to equivalent normal programs in polynomial time, such that the
programs have the same answer sets [4]. We sometimes use this technique implicitly in
the remainder of the paper.

The next two results, together with Corollary 1, cover all D ' -entries in Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. ASC is in D ' for HCF programs without weak constraints.

Proof. By the usual rewriting technique to normal logic programs, it suffices to show
the claimed membership for normal logic programs. This can be done as follows. Given
a HCF program � without weak constraints and a consistent set � of literals. � is an an-
swer set of � , iff (i) � satisfies the reduct � # , and (ii) � is minimal in satisfying � # .
We can check (i) as follows. Guess a suitable ground substitution � of a rule ( such
that � does not satisfy �L(���� # . If such a substitution exists, � does not satisfy �(# . Hence,
the test for (i) is in >5 - ��� . Second, we can check the minimality of � by providing,
for each atom ) " � , a founded proof � (/� which is a sequence of rule applications
(����8�/
����
 ( 1��81 which derives ) starting from scratch, where default negation is evalu-
ated w.r.t. � . Since � # is Horn, the number of steps required to derive ) is at most the
the number of atoms in � , which is obviously linear in the size of the problem. Hence,
we can guess such proofs � (/� for all ) " � at once and check them in polynomial time.
To conclude, we need both a >05 - ��� - and an ��� -test, implying membership in D ' . �

Lemma 5. ASC under SR is D ' -hard for Horn programs.

Proof. The result is easily shown by a reduction from conjunctive query evaluation,
which is ��� -complete (see [1]): Given a query )�� O and a database �	� , decid-
ing whether the query fires and derives atom ) is NP-complete. This holds even if all
involved predicates have arity bounded by a constant. Consider �c�
���+������ ? �
M ) � :- O �/� ) ? :- O ? N for two conjunctive queries ) � � OX� and ) ? � O ? , where) �]\� ) ? , and ���V� and ��� ? are over disjoint alphabets not containing ) � and ) ? . Ob-
viously, � is Horn and polynomial in size of the databases and queries involved. It is
easily seen that �	�>������� ? �PM ) � N is an answer set of � iff ) � � O � evaluates to true
under ��� � and ) ? � O ? evaluates to false under �	� ? ; this implies DE' -hardness. �

Remaining are the ) '? -entries in the third row. Again, we have two results.

Lemma 6. ASC for programs without weak constraints is in ) '? .

Proof. We show that the complementary problem is in & '? . Let � be a program without
weak constraints and � a consistent set of literals. Clearly, � is not an answer set for � iff
(i) � does not satisfy � # or (ii) there exists some ��	�� � which satisfies � # Obviously,
(i) is in ��� . For (ii), we have to guess � 	��� and use an ��� oracle for the check.
Hence, (ii) is in ���

���
. �

Note that for programs with weak constraints this argumentation does not hold since
we have to guess an arbitrary set of literals � 	�\� � rather than a proper subset, in order to
check whether a “cheaper” answer set of |~}�� �/�R� �>� exists. But then, � 	 is not necessarily
polynomial in the size of the problem input (i.e., � and � ) if SR is used. (Under BR,
which is discussed in the next section, this problem does not occur.)
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Lemma 7. ASC under SR is ) '? -hard for positive disjunctive programs.

Proof. The proof is via a polynomial reduction of the evaluation problem for QBFs of
form � � J G L��Xg ��� � � �$�'g1 , where the g� are clauses over G ��� . This problem is
)*'? -hard, even if all clauses have size 3. The reduction presented here is similar to the
“classic” reduction of such formulas to the problem of brave reasoning over disjunctive
programs. The idea is to set up a disjunctive fact

�0����� �n* ����� � � :- � 
 for each ���<" G (1)

using � � as a constant. For each clause g � �r! ��� �	� ! ��� ? � ! ��� 
 , we introduce a predicate
whose arity is the number of variables from � . We then define, by rules, which truth
assignments to these variables make the clause true, given the truth of the variables from
G in g � , This is best illustrated by examples. Suppose we have g � ��� ��� �� ? ����
 �
Then, we introduce g � ���>� , where the argument � is reserved for the truth assignments
to � 
 , and define:

g��/� �R� :- �0���B��0�&g��/� b � :- �0�������;�&g��8�L�R� :- ����� ? �;�&g��8��b � :- ����� ? �;��g��l��b � :- ���������;
 �0��� ? �;�
Informally, this states that clause g�� is satisfied, if either �B� is true or � ? is false, and in
both cases the value of the � -variable is irrelevant. Or, �4� is false and � ? is true and the
� -variable is true as well. As another example, consider g ? ��� ? � � � � ����� � Here, we
introduce g ? ��� � 
�� ? � , and define:

g ? �L�6
 �R� :- �0��� ? �0� g ? �L�6
b � :- �0��� ? �0� g ? ��bl
J�R� :- �0��� ? �0� g ? ��bl
�b � :- �0��� ? �0�
g ? �L�6
 �R� :- ����� ? �0� g ? �L�6
b � :- ����� ? �0� g ? ��bl
�b � :- ����� ? �0�

Now we set up a rule which corresponds to evaluating L��-g � � � � � �'g 1 for a given
G as follows:

f :- g � � $� � ���*� � � �Pg 1 � $� 1 �;� (2)

where $� � , bH` �T`sD , is a vector of variables which represent the variables from �
occurring in g� , put at proper position. In the case above, we have g/�/����
�� and g ? �����8
�� � � .

Call the program built so far ���	��� . It will be used in many of the subsequent proofs,
as well. Note that ���	��� is positive, disjunctive, and HCF, as well as polynomial in the
size of the underlying QBF. The functioning of ���	��� is as follows: The disjunctive
clauses (1) generate a truth assignment to G , and the remaining clauses check whetherL��-g � � � � � �Tg 1 is true under this assignment. This holds iff f can be derived from (2).

For the current lemma, we add further rules which create the maximal interpretation
if f is true:

� :- fV� 
 for each ground atom �$"$O �! �"$# �[M f N � (3)

(we could do with a much smaller interpretation, but this is not important here). Call the
resulting program � and note that O � �rO �% $"�# has polynomial size, since the arity of
each predicate is at most 3. Moreover, � is no longer HCF, due to the rules of form 3.

The functioning of � is as follows. If we derive f from ���	��� , any element from
O � can be derived. Hence, if we have, for each possible truth assignment to G , a truth
assignment to � , such that g��"� � � � � g1 is true (i.e., � is true), O � is answer set of � .
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On the other hand, if there exists a truth assignment to G , such that no assignment to
� makes g ��� � � �%� g�1 true (i.e., � is false), O � cannot be an answer set of � , since
then there exists a proper subset (not containing f ) of O � which is an answer set of � .
Consequently, O � is an answer set of � iff � is true. This shows ) '? -hardness. �

4.2 ASC under the Bitmap Representation (BR)

From the discussion at the beginning of the problem description, all upper bounds for
SR carry over to BR, since the classes appearing in the characterization of SR are closed
under polynomial time transformations. On the other hand, the Herbrand literal bases
of the programs in the DE' -hardness proof of ASC under SR (Lemma 5) and the ) '? -
hardness proof of ASC under SR (Lemma 7) have polynomial size in the problem
input. Therefore, also these hardness results carry over to BR. Recall that this is not
the case for the program used in the proof of Lemma 3. It thus remains to verify the
results for those fragments where the set representation caused an exponential shift,
i.e., for those classes of programs from Theorem 1 with >5 - ������� -hardness, respec-
tively >05 - ������� ��� -hardness under SR.

The following result immediately clarifies the upper bounds for ASC under BR,
namely )*'? -membership in the case of HCF programs and ) '
 -membership in general.

Proposition 2. Suppose that, for a fragment DL[ ! ], ASC under BR is feasible in + ' 1;:�� .
Then, for the fragment ! 	 �r! � M�f N , it is feasible in ) '1;:#� .
Proof. Let � " DL[ ! ] and � a consistent set of literals. We have to check that � is an
answer set of |~}��L�/��� �>� and, using the oracle, that no other answer set of |~}��L�/��� �>�
exists which has smaller cost. Note that the usage of the bitmap representation guaran-
tees that the respective guesses are all polynomial in size of the problem instance. Since
)*'10:�� is closed under conjunction, we can combine this into a single ) '10:�� test. �

As an immediate consequence, we get the following upper bounds.

Lemma 8. ASC under BR is in ) '
 for arbitrary programs, and in ) '? for HCF pro-
grams.

The subsequent two results provide the matching lower bounds to complete the
table entries for BR. As before, the result for positive HCF programs directly leads to
the corresponding result for normal programs via the usual techniques.

Lemma 9. ASC for HCF programs is ) '? -hard.

Proof. The proof is by reduction of a QBF of the form ��� J G L��Vg � � � � � �>g 1 . Recall
the program � � � � as defined in the proof of Lemma 7, add a fresh atom � in the head of
each rule of � �	��� , and finally add the weak constraints i j � �nm b i bo and ikj fV��m � i b0o .
The resulting program � is HCF (in fact, it is acyclic). We claim that

�
� �_M � N is the

optimal answer set of � iff � is true. This can be seen as follows. First,
�
� is an answer

set of |~}��L�/��� �>� . This follows from the fact that � occurs in the head of each rule in
� , and among them we have (disjunctive) facts – in particular those resulting from the
rules (1). Due to minimality,

�
� is the only answer set of |~}��L�/��� �>� which contains � .
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The cost of
�
� for � is 1. By the weak constraints in � , any other answer set � has smaller

cost than
�
� iff f?%" � . This, however, amounts to the existence of a truth assignment to

the variables G such that L��-g��"� � � � � g1 is false, i.e., formula � is false. Hence,
�
� is

an (optimal) answer set of � iff � is true. �

Lemma 10. ASC is ) '
 -hard for positive disjunctive programs.

Proof. Consider an existential QBF � � L G �2J G ? L��-g�� � � � �$�$g1 , take again � �	���
from the proof of Lemma 7, but now with G � G �� G ? , and add rules � :- fV� for
each ground atom � " O �% $"�# � M fV
 �0��� � �;
 ����� � �&)����v" G � N . In contrast to Lemma 9,
the resulting program is not HCF. Moreover, it is quite similar to the program used in
Lemma 7, and intuitively works as follows. We guess a truth assignment � for the atoms
G � . For each of these truth assignments, the program has a corresponding answer set
and exactly behaves like the program in Lemma 7 for � 	 � J G ? L��P� g�� ��� � ���]g1/� � . In
particular, f is in an answer set iff ��	 is true.

Now extend the program as follows. Add a fresh atom � to the head of all rules and
add the two weak constraints ikj � ��m b i b0o and ikj 3�587 fV�6m � i bo . Let � be the resulting
program, which again is obviously polynomial in the size of � . We remark that � is
a positive program, since negation occurs only in the weak constraints.3 We show that�
�]� M � N is an answer set of � iff � is false. This proves the claim since the evaluation
problem for QBFs of form � is &('
 -complete. Clearly, � is false iff there exists no
truth assignment � to G � such that � 	 is true. By the same arguments as in the proof of
Lemma 9,

�
� is the only answer set of | }��L�/��� �>� containing � , and it has cost 1. Thus,�

� is an answer set of � iff | }��L�/��� �>� has no answer set � containing f . But as already
shown above, such an answer set � exists iff there is a truth assignment � to G � such
that �"	 is true, i.e. iff � is true. �

5 Complexity of Reasoning with Bounded Predicate Arities

By the results above, we obtain some interesting consequences for the complexity of
answer set programming if we impose restrictions on the arities of predicates.

The complexity results for brave and cautious reasoning under bounded intensional
predicate arities are summarized in Theorem 2. Observe that in the first two entries of
the first line, the results for brave reasoning differ if we disallow integrity constraints
and strong negation, i.e., if we restrict ourselves to definite Horn programs.

Theorem 2. . The complexity of brave and cautious reasoning under bounded predi-
cate arities is given by the respective entries in the following table.

Brave / Cautious
� � ��� � �����
�	� � �������	���� � ������� � ���������� �

� � � ���
/ ��� � ��� / ��� � �� � �� � �� / � �� � �	

��� � � �
�� / � �� � �	 �

�� / � �� � �	 �
�� / � �� � �	

��� � � �	 / � �� � �� � �	 / � �	 � �� � �	 / � �	 � ��
�

Without constraints and strong negation (= definite Horn) the complexity is ��� .
3 However, the negation in the weak constraint body is essential to obtain the hardness result.
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These results show, that if we move from ground (i.e., propositional) programs to
non-ground programs but allow only intensional predicates with small arity, the com-
plexity of the language moves up one level in the polynomial hierarchy (PH). Thus,
unless predicates of growing arities are used, we (most likely) can not encode problems
above PH, such as PSPACE-complete problems.

Subsequently, we prove all completeness results summarized in Theorem 2, starting
with those fragments, where programs have at most one answer set. For space reasons,
some of the more straightforward proofs are omitted.

Lemma 11. Brave reasoning is in D ' for Horn programs and in ��� for definite Horn
programs. Cautious reasoning is in ��� for Horn programs in general.

Proof. For brave reasoning, we do not need to guess an interpretation � , but instead
can guess a polynomial-size founded proof � (8� for the query literal ) , as described
in Lemma 4. If the program is definite, we do not need to take care of a violation,
and thus the test is in ��� . If constraints or strong negation are present, we need an
additional, independent >05 - ��� -check to ensure that no constraint is violated and obtain
D ' -membership in this case. Concerning cautious reasoning, it is sufficient to guess and
check a polynomial-size founded proof for either the query ) or a constraint violation
in order to witness cautious consequence of ) . �

Lemma 12. For definite Horn programs without weak constraints, both brave and cau-
tious reasoning are ��� -hard. For Horn programs without weak constraints, brave rea-
soning is D ' -hard.

For stratified normal programs, we have slightly higher complexity since we have
to evaluate a sequence of ��� problems according to the layers (i.e., the strata described
by the function � as defined in Section 2.1) of the program.

Lemma 13. For stratified normal logic programs, both brave and cautious inference
are +,'? -complete, where hardness holds even if no weak constraints occur.

Proof. Membership follows from the fact that the number of the layers mentioned
above is polynomially bounded.

We show hardness by a simple reduction from deciding the last bit of the lexico-
graphic maximum satisfying truth assignment for a CNF ��� g�� �*� � � �Pg1 over atoms
G �?M �B��
����
 � � N , which is + '? -complete, cf. [21]. Without loss of generality, each
g � � ! ��� � � ! ��� ? � ! ��� 
 contains three literals and � is known to be satisfiable.

We build a program � as follows. For every clause g � we introduce a ternary pred-
icate and describe the truth assignments to the variables in g � which satisfy that clause
by facts. For example, if g � ��� � � �� ? � � 
 , we add

g � � ��
 �6
 ���;� g � � ��
 �6
b��;��g � � ��
�bl
b��;� g � ��bl
J��
J�R�;� g � ��bl
J��
�b �;��g � ��bR
bl
J�R�0� g � ��bR
bR
b �0�
Furthermore, we introduce a fact � (�}���� b �0� , and for each atom �B�U" G , we add a predi-
cate � ) �p� � ���>� and rules

� ) � � � ��b�� :- g � �"$� � �;
�����
 g 1 �%$� 1 �0
 � (�}������ � �;
�� ) � � � 8:9 ��� � S � �0
����
�� ) � � 9 ��� � �0� 

� ) � � � �L��� :- 3�587�� ) � � � � b �;�
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where $���~� � � 9 
�� ���l
�� ��� , bV`��P`rD , given that the atoms of literal !���� � , !���� ? , and !	��� 

are � � 9 , � �
� , and ���
� , b~` �v`eD , respectively. This completes the program.

Note that � is definite and stratified. The maximum satisfying truth assignment for
� is computed in the layers of � , and encoded by � ) � � � � . � �0� , bX` �9` � , . � " M���
�b N , in
the unique answer set � of � . At the bottom � ) � � 9 ��b�� is derived iff �	� for �>��M � � %2b N is
satisfiable. Otherwise, � ) � � 9 �L��� is derived. Next, depending on the value of � ) � � 9 � . � � ,
� ) � � �8��b�� is derived iff �	� for �$� M � � %l. � 
 � ? %nb N is satisfiable, otherwise � ) � � �l�L�R� is
derived, and so on. Thus, � ) � ��� � b � is in � iff the last bit of the maximum satisfying
assignment is 1, and � ) ��� � � �R� is in � otherwise. Since � is constructible from � in
polynomial time, and the arities of the predicates in � are bounded by a constant, + '? -
hardness of brave / cautious reasoning for stratified normal programs without weak
constraints follows. �

For the remaining fragments without weak constraints, complexity of brave (resp.
cautious) reasoning has an obvious upper bound of & '10:�� (resp. )*'1;:�� ), if answer set
checking is in +(' 1;:�� . The following results give the matching lower bounds.

Lemma 14. For positive HCF programs without weak constraints, brave reasoning is
&,'? -hard, and cautious reasoning is ) '? -hard.

Lemma 15. For positive disjunctive programs without weak constraints, brave reason-
ing is &,'
 -hard, and cautious reasoning is ) '? -hard. If (stratified) negation is added
cautious reasoning is ) '
 -hard.

Finally, for the remaining fragments with weak constraints, the upper bounds easily
follow from the complexity of ASC, employing the usual schema to first compute the
cost of an optimal answer set in a binary search, and then decide the problem with a
single oracle call.

For the matching hardness results, we use the following canonical problems on
QBFs with free variables, which generalize the lexicographic maximum satisfying as-
signment problem.

Proposition 3. Given a QBF ��m G o��/F � � � F ? � ? � � � F � � � g � � � � ���&g 1 with alternating
quantifies F � , F ? , . . . , F � � L , and where the g � are clauses over G � � � � � � � ��� � ,
deciding the last bit of the lexicographic maximum assignment to the free variables G
which makes (i) ��m G o true for � even; (ii) ��m G o false for � odd is + '� : ? -complete, �]�e� ,
even if it is guaranteed that at least one such assignment exists.

Lemma 16. For positive HCF programs, brave and cautious inference are + '
 -hard.

Proof. Consider ��m G o���L��-g � � � � � � g 1 and the program � which extends � � � � by
the weak constraints ikj f-��m i � G b0o and i j ����� � �0��m i �-� ��G b0o for each �v"QMRbl
�����0
 � N .
As in previous proofs, � is positive and HCF. The answer sets of |~}�� ����� �>� correspond
to all possible truth assignments to G and contain f iff ��m G o evaluates to true under the
corresponding guess for G . Now we are interested in those assignments making ��m G o
false and w.l.o.g. we assume that at least one such assignment exists. The intuition of
the weak constraints then is as follows: If f is in an answer set of |~}�� �/�R� �>� then the
highest penalty is given. For the remaining ones, we first eliminate those where ��� is
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set to false, then those where � ? is set to false, and so on. The unique optimal answer
set of � thus corresponds to the lexicographic maximum assignment to G which makes
��m G o false. Hence, via both brave and cautious reasoning, we can decide the last bit of
this assignment. By Proposition 3, this shows + '
 -hardness. �

Lemma 17. For positive disjunctive programs, both inference tasks are + '� -hard.

6 Conclusions and Implications

We have provided new complexity results on answer set checking (ASC) for non-
ground programs under various syntactic restrictions. We have demonstrated that the
choice of the representation for interpretations is crucial in terms of ASC complexity.
If set-oriented enumeration (SR) is chosen, an exponential blowup can be witnessed for
programs containing weak constraints and disjunctions or unstratified negation, while
for the choice of bitmap representation (BR), these problems just move up one level
within the polynomial hierarchy.

In general, comparing ASC for propositional programs to ASC for non-ground pro-
grams, the complexity moves from P to D ' and from co-NP to ) '? for program classes
without weak constraints or with weak constraints but without disjunctions and unstrat-
ified negation under both SR and BR. For other classes however, complexity shifts from
co-NP to co-NEXP and from ) '? to >05 - ������� ��� if SR is chosen, while it moves from
co-NP to )*'? and from )*'? to )*'
 for BR.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that bounding predicate arities moves the com-
plexity of both brave and cautious reasoning over non-ground programs from an area
ranging from EXP to >05 - ������� ��� to an area ranging from NP to +('� . Since bounding
arities is a natural restriction, these results are of high practical interest.

In particular, the results in Section 5 imply that it should be feasible to find methods
for non-ground query answering that operate in polynomial space and exponential time
if the predicate arities are bounded. The classical approach of computing the (more or
less) full ground program as a first step, which is employed in virtually all competitive
answer set programming systems (DLV, Smodels, ASSAT, Cmodels), cannot meet those
resource restrictions, as the ground program may in general consume exponential space.

Top-down algorithms appear to be good candidates for fulfilling these requirements,
but so far there is only little work on this topic: In [6] a resolution method is presented
for cautious reasoning with DL[ 3�587 ] programs. Several approaches to top-down deriva-
tion for DL[ * ] programs have been proposed, see e.g. [26] and references therein. Very
recently, in [15] a method for top-down cautious query answering for DL[ 3�5l7 � 
 * ] pro-
grams has been described. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether the space and time
complexities of these approaches stay in polynomial space and time, respectively. We
are not aware of any top-down methods for full DL[ 3�5l7
 * ] programs or programs con-
taining weak constraints.

Another approach to overcome exponential space requirements could be to perform
a focused grounding using the query, thus in principle emulating a top-down derivation.
In [13] a generalization of the magic sets technique to DL[ * ] has been described, but it
is highly unclear to what extent such an optimization technique can reduce grounding
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size, and in particular whether exponential space consumption can always be avoided,
given that standard grounding techniques are employed on a rewritten program.
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